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SmartBorder® ACE e-Manifest 
Large Carrier Edition 
 
If you are a large carrier you know co-ordination and 
organization are the keys to success. With drivers vying for 
ACE clearance in order to maintain vital schedules, an 
overlooked submission or incorrect entry can easily happen 
resulting in delays, fines and a customer service headache.  
Like any other key touch point in your organization, you need a 
dedicated specialist to ensure your compliance workflow is 
efficient, timely and accurate. 

  

Integrated 
Reliable  
Supportive 

Our Technology Solution 
SmartBorder's SaaS-based ACE application allowing you to handle the additional 
workload of meeting CBP’s stringent new requirements, efficiently and cost-effectively 
without additional resources or significant expenditure. And it's all backed by our 
industry-leading training and support, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  
 
Key Features of SmartBorder ACE e-Manifest 
• Intuitive and easy to use 
• Numerous data validation and accuracy checks 
• Minimal internal IT support or investment 
• Eliminate redundant keying for recurring data  
• Offer real-time tracking of manifest submissions  
• Increase synergy with multiple outside brokers  
• Offers partial or full EDI integration  
• Generates efficiencies across multiple offices, locations and carrier codes  

How You’ll Benefit 
• Save time. With our “pick and click” feature you can set up SmartBorder with all 

the necessary information prior to creating any trips, and reuse that data as 
needed. 

• Get it right the first time.  With hundreds of data checks, more keying errors are 
caught before information is ever sent to Customs and Border Protection (CBP). 

• Instant notifications.  With real-time feeds, you get immediate views of the status 
of a current trip or shipment without having to navigate through several 
cumbersome screens. 

• Stay current.  With our cutting-edge technology, you’ll always have the latest 
version of SmartBorder ever time you log on. 

 
About SmartBorder 
SmartBorder is a powerful, SaaS (also known as ASP) application that does one thing 
and does it better than any other solution on the market - it facilitates time-saving, 
Customs-compliant importation of goods into the United States. 
 
SmartBorder doesn’t just meet the filing requirements, but provides additional benefits 
to your cross-border shipping process.   
 
Contact us today to find out more about SmartBorder ACE e-Manifest or to set up an 
online demo. 
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CONTACT US 
1 800 572-2734 
www.smartborder.com 
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